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After a tumultuous divorce, Coco Pinchard has found love with the gorgeous, hunky, four-years-younger-
than-her-so-technically-a-toy-boy, Adam. Her career as an author is finally a success, and she has fabulous
friends in Christopher, a neurotic middle-aged socialite, and Marika, a slightly alcoholic dog walker.

Coco is even learning to cope with her awful ex mother-in-law, Ethel, who despite the divorce, still thinks
it's fine to criticise, especially when Coco and Adam decide to take the next step, and move in together...

But hours before move-in day, Adam ends their relationship without explanation and disappears. After the
initial shock and anger (and an 'I told you so' from Ethel) Coco sets out to discover what has really happened,
and uncovers a shocking secret Adam has been hiding from her...

Full of hilarious twists and turns, Coco Pinchard's Big Fat Tipsy Wedding is a witty, heart-warming,
romantic comedy - the stand-alone sequel to no.1 bestselling, The Not So Secret Emails of Coco Pinchard.
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From Reader Review Coco Pinchard's Big Fat Tipsy Wedding for
online ebook

Victoria says

I'm so happy to see Coco and Adam have their happy ending. I loved the second book of this series as much
as book one and I'm eagerly awaiting the last book to be released.
The characters are likeable and quite real. Coco is fab, I feel like I know her and I've bonded with her. This
book made me laugh out loud loads, Ethel and Meryl are both hilarious, in a nightmare kind of way. Coco is
hilarious too. I loved it.

Em Graves says

Thoroughly and happily surprised. Being a massive lover of paranormal reads I wasnt really holding out any
hope for finding a non-supernatural series that would grip me, but grip me it did.... bit gutted I read the
second book before the first though!!!!! :(

Following our lead Coco as she gives us insight into her life through the written words in emails. We are
dragged into her rollercoaster of a life. I found myself laughing, crying and shouting WTF at her as she hits
rock bottom. With the love and support of a fab network of friends, family and frenemies she finds her feet
and fights her way forward.

Fabulous read. Highly recommend to anyone who wants a laugh out loud, fun, emotionally charged read

Katie Oliver says

Great news... Coco is back!

And if her "Big Fat Tipsy Wedding" is even half as much fun as her "Not So Secret Emails" were, we're in
for a treat. This book is at the top of my "To Read" list - and should be at the top of yours, too.

westernway says

Yet again I have laughed and cried along with Coco in this story. The usual mix of chaotic characters are
here, Coco's book is a hit, her son Rosencrantz is finally moving out of the house just in time for the hunky
Adam to move in. Everything seems to be coming together for Cocoa, but then everything falls apart.
I really loved getting engrossed in Coco's world and although I don't want to say too much in case I spoil the
story, it has everything: useless ex husband, beloved son finally flying the nest, dotty old neighbour, hunky
boyfriend and temptation in the form of a dashing barista, oh and a cute dog as well.
Good escapist fun, I look forward to reading the final instalment.



Jean says

So glad Coco's back! I didn't expect to like this as much as the first book, but I think I might like it even
more! The characters felt more real this time, and it was great being able to revisit all my favorites. I
honestly didn't expect to be so engrossed in the story, but the writing is just amazing. Don't be deterred by
the email styles because it actually works so well in lending a dynamic voice to Coco's character. The only
complaint I have is the odd grammar mistakes here and there, nothing glaring, I am just one of those
annoying people who tend to correct friends' uses of your and you're (eek). Definitely looking forward to
third and final installation of this series!

Rebecca Dobrinski says

Coco’s back! And she’s getting married!

Last year, Robert Bryznda introduced Coco Pinchard in The Not So Secret Emails of Coco Pinchard. When
we left Coco in September 2009: her divorce was finalized; Adam professed his love; her book had become a
success. Life looked like it was working out well.

A year later, Coco Pinchard’s Big Fat Tipsy Wedding opens in November 2010. Her son Rosencrantz is
moving out of the house and she’s late delivering her next book to the publisher. Her former mother-in-law is
still a fixture in her life, as are her ex-husband and the rest of his family. She’s still sorting things out through
conversations with her friends Christopher and Marika. And now, Adam is moving in.

Things were going well, or so she thought.

No matter how well things are going, it will never be easy for Coco. Awkward conversations,
misunderstandings, arguments, and life in general often get in the way. At least with Coco, even her trials
and tribulations are relatable enough that readers are concerned for her and she continues to make us laugh.

Despite breaking up with Adam and almost losing Marika’s friendship, Coco perseveres. With the help of
Rosencrantz and a surprising ally and cheerleader in Ethel (her former mother-in-law), she pulls herself out
of some interesting situations.

Although the reader can infer the track the tale will take, Bryznda keeps the pace interesting. You WANT to
know what is going to happen and how Coco will deal with the next thing that comes her way. Tipsy
Wedding is book two, as well as the second stage of the roller coaster of Coco’s life. Readers will be left
eagerly awaiting book three, which is bound to throw in a few more loops and drops before we disembark.

This review originally appeared at Zen Dixie, http://www.zendixie.com/read.html

Stephanie Dagg says

Coco Pinchard is getting her life back together. She’s divorced from dopey philandering first husband
Daniel, son Rosencrantz is moving out and gorgeous Adam, Coco’s boyfriend, is about to move in. Even
Ethel, Coco’s ex-mother-in-law, if you can have one of those, seems to be rather nice to her these days.



But then Adam starts behaving strangely and Coco’s happiness begins to unravel… despite two more
adorable men, Rocco and Xavier, and Rosencrantz’s outrageous housemates entering her life.
Robert Bryndza manages to combine side-splitting humour with some pretty serious issues, without
trivialising them or making the book’s atmosphere too heavy. Coco faces some very big challenges but she’s
nothing if not indomitable and creative, and she takes them head on. She gets a little bit of supernatural help
along the way, which fits perfectly into Coco's somewhat chaotic life.
The book consists of a series of emails and this works extremely well. Each one conveys the personality of
its writer and keeps the story flowing from various points of view, but all reflect the talent and humour of
this wonderful author.
Coco Pinchard’s Big Fat Tipsy Wedding is comedy fiction at its very, very best.
Warning: not to be read in public. Your chuckles, snorts of laughter, gasps and occasional tears may cause
consternation.

Sarah says

Another of my holiday reads and have to say I am a massive fan of coco.

I have to say I really felt for Coco in this book, you can tell how much Adam means to her and she does
everything she can to prove he is innocent, even taking the law into her own hands.

This is another fabulous and heart warming read. All the characters are back from the first book with the
hilarious Ethel nearly taking Coco's limelight in the book. I think everyone would love a mother in law like
Ethel, she's so funny.

Another great read.

Erin says

Well this certainly wasn't anything like a Big Fat Greek Wedding. I was expecting something light and fluffy
but got something deeper and darker! Although I was surprised by the plot,I try not to read reviews, I really
enjoyed it. All of the outrageous cast of characters return and few more are added. Relationships change and
not always for the best. Throughout it all, Coco's faith in Adam remains strong even when many (including
myself) were doubting. I totally recommend for those who want to see what happens after the first book.

M.J. says

OMG, I love this book so much. Very funny and very touching. I want to live next to Coco and Adam and
have a Ethel over for tea :-) Seriously this book is so well written and stunning. My fav.bit when Coco was
totally broke and was hosting a drink bash for her friends. :-)



Fiona (Titch) Hunt says

Another terrific comedy from Coco Pinchard and friends in text form which is easy to read.

Why did Adam end his relationship with Coco so quickly, we all thought they were well suited? What is
Adam hiding from Coco? Will the interfering ex Mother In Law still hang around her ex daughter in law and
try and get her son Daniel and Coco back together?

This was funny at parts again and you have something spooky going on in Coco's life. I found this book to be
part 2 in a hilarious trilogy and can't wait to read more.

Lorraine Sears says

Coco Pinchard’s Big Fat Tipsy Wedding by Robert Bryndza

Robert Bryndza has done it again with this cracking sequel to his No.1 best seller The Not So Secret E-mails
of Coco Pinchard.

Coco’s back and life is good. She’s divorced from cheating ex-husband Daniel; beloved son Rosencrantz is
flying the nest to embrace a life of his own, and best of all Coco’s hunky boyfriend Adam is on the brink of
moving in. The future looks good.

But when Adam starts acting strange just before he’s due to take up residence it all starts to go down hill
rather fast, leaving poor Coco wondering what went wrong.

With all your favourite characters from the first novel, reading this is just like coming home. Coco is still as
passionate, caring and scatty as ever, Daniel is still as useless and callous as ever, and Ethel… Ethel is
actually worth her weight in gold in this story; in fact, Ethel could actually be my favourite character this
time round. And of course, there’s all the rest too: Chris, Marika, Meryl, Tony and Angie, not to mention a
couple of new faces we get to meet in the shape of Rosencrantz’s lovely new housemates, oh and Xavier, the
dashing barista, who Coco meets while stealing UHT milk for her new pet.

Throw in a nail biting plot with a hint of paranormal activity and what you have are the makings of a brilliant
story, which will no doubt be another best seller for Robert Bryndza.

It’s told in the same format as the first book, which is through a series of e-mails from Coco to her family
and friends. And I’ll say again, it’s a genius format, as it breaks the book up into bite sized chunks that are
incredibly easy to read; it’s just brilliant.

If you haven’t already worked it out, I absolutely loved reading this book, which was over far too quickly for
my liking. I’ve read it at every available opportunity: on the bus, cooking dinner and much too late at night
when my husband would rather I turned the lights out; I simply could not put it down. It’ll wring every
emotion from you as you sail through the pages; it’ll shock you, make you laugh out loud, draw a tear and
even have you standing on your seat cheering Coco on as she takes some rather serious matters into her own
hands. Top class entertainment from start to finish; comedy fiction at its very best!



I just hope when I read that Robert will be working on a third and final instalment of Coco’s life that wasn’t
fiction too.

You have to buy this book!!

Jo says

Well what a to do Coco finds herself in the middle of a fraud case, wanting to marry her fella and dealing
with her son and his friends
A crazy bumpy fun and lovely story!

Lisa says

woo hoo Coco is back and Author Rob Bryndza does it again in this sequel.

everything seems to be going so well for Coco her career as taken off and with another book in the pipeline
she as finally made it. Her divorce from Daniel is done and her relationship with Adam is going great with
plans for him to move in when her son moves out. Of course though this is Coco's life and it isn't long until
until things begin to fall apart around her in spectacular style.

I laughed I cried and I laughed some more in this second installment, there was even a bit of paranormal
activity thrown into the mix.

there was all the familiar characters I loved from the first book, I was pleased to welcome Ethel back into the
mix, I just love her character even if she was in my life she would thoroughly irritate me.
there was also a few new characters in the shape of Rosencrantz new flat mates, again, brilliant characters
brought to life on the pages.

I finished this book eager for the third installment, hope I don't have too long await

Nancy H says

At first this seemed like a light, funny chick-lit with broad comedy and not much of a plot, but when Coco's
boyfriend is accused of fraud and must go on trial for his future and life, the story gets deeper and more
serious. It is a good story about how Coco and other characters must cope with the unexpected and unfair
situations that life throws at them.

Kimberly Raimondi-rinyu says

Cute n easy reading. Some LOL moments. Looking forward to the next one in this series.



Julie Haigh says

A very satisfying read.

This is the second book in the Coco Pinchard series. It continues in the unusual style that the first book was
in-the story being written entirely through a series of emails which Coco sends to her friends/family etc. I
liked this style and it flowed well. The main character is female yet this book was written by a male- I
bought these two books a while ago due to their excellent reviews, meaning to read them but I must admit I
kept having reservations about if it would feel real enough, but I must admit, as I read, I kept forgetting it
was written by a man! I liked that the author included photos of letters sent to Coco which Coco was
emailing to her friends, this all added to the realism for me. I found the slightly silly names of some of the
characters a bit off-putting but this was a really great read. I enjoyed the first book and I was wondering
whether to have a break from this story before continuing with the second part at a later date as I didn't want
to get fed up of it and didn't want it to be 'samey'. In the end I chose to get straight on with the second
instalment and this book was even better than the first. I thought it might have got too silly and unbelievable
but this book wasn't just comedy, there were deeper issues here and ups and downs for the characters. All
very well expressed and kept the reader's interest all the time. I wasn't that keen on the new kindle covers for
this book-I originally purchased the first Coco book with a cover that had a picture of a mobile phone on
(this was much better) and, although you shouldn't judge a book by it's cover, I must admit that it is
sometimes a book cover that initially gets my interest in a book. The updated cover of the first book , I feel,
is nothing to write home about and the second, I feel, doesn't really reflect the story, it gives the wrong
impression of what is really a more substantial book than it first appears. I felt that Coco Pinchard's Big Fat
Tipsy Wedding concluded the story really well and I am unsure about reading a third instalment. I
understand the author is writing another final book in the series but I just hope he hasn't milked it. I will still
try it and I would read more from this author.

Maxine (Booklover Catlady) says

Robert Bryndza writes the brilliant crime
Series featuring Detective Erika Foster. Discovering his chick-choc-lit-rom-com line of books was a super
surprise. I love a writer who can tackle different genres.

This was my first introduction to Coco but reads fine as a stand-alone. It’s funny, sassy and has some great
laugh out loud moments. Coco’s life takes some twists she ain’t thrilled about and the plot is a real feel-good
journey. Follow her ups and downs. I think we have the same Mother in Law!

I don’t read much anymore in this genre. Only books that really appeal and don’t have a cafe, bakery or shop
in the title or on the cover. I adored Coco. Very relatable character and this one gave me light relief from my
reading marathon of heavy crime and horror.

A generous 4 stars from me. A champion of a novel if you love a good laugh and this style of book. A
talented, multi-faceted writer. I’m two books behind on his Erika Foster series! Missed them on
NetGalley so must catch up.



Follow my reviews, enter competitions to win books, be invited to online book launches and more on my
pages. I love to connect.

www.facebook.com/BookloverCatlady

www.twitter.com/promotethatbook

Editing Services by Cynthia Shepp says

Coco Pinchard has to be one of my favorite book characters. She is British, out there, and manages to get
herself in and out all sorts of scrapes. This is the second book in the series and I know most people remember
me raving about the first. The characters are SO real…it is like they could just walk off the page. It is a great
read that had me laughing at and feeling sorry for Coco all at the same time. In this installment, Coco and
Adam are together, Rosencrantz moved out, and Ethel is still her cranky self, hilarious self. When
circumstances cause Adam to cut Coco out of his life, Coco goes on many adventures to find herself and find
out the reason why. The answer is more shocking then you think. I would love to see Rosencrantz’s story. I
love him and his flat mates. All the characters together just breathe life into this book. There is never a dull
day with Coco’s clan. I give this book 5 stars!

Mary Martin says

Again the author uses emails as the basis for the book, which was amusing and not one-sided. Amusing
story, more of the same great characters from "Not So Secret Emails".


